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Introduction
Congratulations on being chosen by your workplace and
Skills Active to become a Skills Active Registered Assessor.
Assessors play a vital role in ensuring the quality and consistency of skills and knowledge
(competencies) in a workplace. Assessors determine whether trainees have the competencies
required to gain nationally recognised qualifications.
As an assessor, you will play a very important role in the training and assessment of trainees in
your workplace (or other workplaces). Sound decision-making is crucial to ensuring that the
quality of unit standards and qualifications in our industry is maintained.
Skills Active looks forward to working with you. We are committed to helping your ongoing
development through our moderation and assessor support meetings and reviews.

Grant Davidson
CEO
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Becoming a Skills Active Registered Assessor
When you have successfully completed your assessor workshop and the assessment in this book
you will become a Skills Active Registered Assessor. Registration is valid for 3 years (and may
then be renewed).
Upon registration as a Skills Active Assessor you will:
əə Receive an assessor toolkit that includes
Assessor Guides for the units standards/
qualification(s) in your assessor scope
and other useful tools
əə Receive an assessor card – wear this
when observing trainees and assessing
əə Be registered on the New Zealand
Register of Recreation Professionals
(NZRRP) www.nzrrp.co.nz

Unit standards
On successful completion of this assessment you will gain the following unit standards which
will be registered on your Record of Achievement (RoA) on the New Zealand Qualifications
Framework (NZQF).
Unit

Title

Level

Credit

4098

Use standards to assess candidate performance (v6)

4

6

11281

Prepare candidate(s) for assessment against unit
standards (v5)

4

3

18203

Verify evidence for assessment (v5)

4

3

For more information please contact:
Skills Active Aotearoa
PO Box 2183, Te Aro, Wellington
Tel: 0508 SKILLS ACTIVE (0508 475 4557)
Email: info@skillsactive.org.nz
Website: www.skillsactive.org.nz
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1. What is industry training?
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What is industry training?
Industry training happens when training and skill development is linked to
the needs of workers, workplaces and industry.
New Zealand’s current industry training system has evolved from the previous vocational
training and apprenticeship system that was put in place in 1992.
Industry training is coordinated by Industry Training Organisations (ITOs) on behalf of their
industries, but involves many other parties. ITOs are set up by industries, and recognised by
government, and receive funding from both industry and government.
ITOs represent one or more industries/sectors. Skills Active is the ITO for the sport, fitness and
recreation industries (including snowsport and dive).

Who is involved in industry training?
There are around 180,000 people currently involved in industry skill development and
workplace training. This is about a quarter of all people involved in tertiary education.
Around 35,000 businesses and organisations of all sizes are involved in industry skill
development, working with the Industry Training Organisations (ITOs) and a large number of
education and training providers, including polytechnics and private training establishments
(PTEs).

Core roles of ITOs
The core roles of Industry Training Organisations (ITOs) are to:
əə Provide information about industry skill demand – to increase the real power of
employees, employers and industry, and to inform providers
əə Define national skill standards and qualifications required by industry – ensuring the
value and relevance of investment in education and training
əə Broker training to meet the needs of employees in industry – linking individual workplace
training to national industry skill needs
əə Ensure that every person who assesses trainees is assessing accurately and
consistently.
Reference: Skills Active Business Plan 2012
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What are the benefits of industry training?
Industry skill development and workplace training are highly cost effective for employers,
employees and the country:
əə For employers: Government provides support for industry skill development that is relevant
to the needs of organisations and industry, and that leads to qualifications and standards set
by industry
əə For employees: Workplace training and learning on the job enables employees to develop
their skills and career prospects in meaningful and productive ways. Being trained while
working means employees don’t have to borrow in order to study, and can earn an income
while they train and gain new skills
əə For the country: Employers and government share the cost, so industry skill development
not only means we are addressing skill shortages, but is a good use of taxpayer dollars.
Source - Industry Training Federation www.itf.org.nz
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Industry training relies on a strong partnership between:
əə The Ministry of Education (MoE)
əə The Tertiary Education Commission (TEC)
əə New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA)
əə Industry bodies
əə Industry Training Organisations (ITOs) such as Skills Active
əə Training providers.

Ministry of Education (MoE)
əə Provides strategic leadership to all sectors
əə Offers support and resources for the community, teachers and education providers
əə Manages the compulsory education sector’s property portfolio
əə Provides strategic leadership to the tertiary sector.

Tertiary Education Commission
(TEC)

New Zealand Qualifications
Authority (NZQA)

əə Creates and implements the
government’s policy for the tertiary
sector

əə Manages the NZ Qualifications
Framework (NZQF)

əə Provides funding for universities,
polytechnics, wananga, private
training establishments, industry
training organisations (ITOs) and other
tertiary education providers.

əə Regulates the writing of unit standards
əə Sets quality standards for both
qualifications and providers
əə Works with stakeholders from
education, industry and business on
qualifications and standards
əə Is a Standard Setting Body (SSB).

Sport, Fitness and
Recreation Industry
əə Agrees on and sets
industry best practice
əə Defines graduate
profiles (skills
and knowledge
those completing
qualifications should
demonstrate).
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Skills Active ITO

Training providers

əə Is a Standard Setting
Body

əə Deliver standardsbased courses either
inside or outside the
workplace.

əə Develops and
maintains national
standards and
qualifications with
industry.

What is Skills Active?
Skills Active Aotearoa is the Industry Training Organisation (ITO) for the recreation, sport and
fitness industries (including snowsport and dive).
As an ITO, Skills Active is a Standard Setting Body (SSB).

An ITO’s function as a Standard Setting Body is to develop unit standards and nationally
recognised qualifications for specific industries and professions that are based on the
needs of those industries and sectors.
Source: NZQA ‘Standard setting bodies and responsibilities’

Skills Active works with key stakeholders in a wide range of industry groups to develop
qualifications and key competencies that reflect industry requirements. We work closely with
these industries to establish ‘graduate profiles’ – that is, the skills and knowledge expected of
people working in a range of roles.
These competencies are then developed into unit standards that are published on the New
Zealand Qualifications Framework (NZQF), along with qualifications. Unit standards describe
not only the skills and knowledge required, but also the level to which these skills must be
performed for a person to be judged as Competent and credited with the relevant unit standards
and qualifications.

For more details on qualifications and unit standards see Section 3 – NZQA qualifications
and unit standards.
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How are unit standards and qualifications developed and
implemented?
Skills Active ITO
Is a Standard Setting Body (SSB) and is responsible for
developing unit standards and qualifications in consultation
with stakeholders
NZQA
Approves and registers new and reviewed unit standards and
qualifications on the New Zealand Qualifications Framework
(NZQF) that Skills Active submits
Skills Active ITO
Develops assessment resources (and sometimes training
resources) based on qualifications and unit standards
Workplaces and Skills Active
Plan qualification pathways for staff and train senior/
experienced staff to become workplace evidence verifiers and/
or assessors. Workplace and Skills Active sign a Workplace
Agreement to engage in training and assessment
Employees
Staff in workplaces sign Training Agreements with Skills Active
and complete training and assessment - usually using Skills
Active resources and with support of their assessor, workplace
trainer, supervisor/manager and Skills Active staff
NZQA
Receives credit reporting from Skills Active via assessors.
Adds unit standards and qualifications achieved to the staff
member’s Record of Achievement (RoA) and qualification is
sent to staff member via Skills Active

10
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Tertiary Education
Commission (TEC)
Funds Skills Active based
on enrolled trainees

Who is involved in workplace training and assessment?
Skills Active support for workplaces
•
•
•
•

Skills Active trains assessors and verifiers
Provides assessment resources for trainees, and may also provide training material
to support the trainee
Learning Support Advisors visit workplaces to support assessors, verifiers, trainers
and trainees
Framework Solutions team coordinates moderation with assessors.

Workplace support for trainee
Trainer(s)
• Workplace
trainer is usually
the trainee’s
supervisor (who
may also be
the verifier or
assessor) provides
on-job training to
trainees
• Some training may
be provided by an
external provider.

Verifier(s)*
• Verifies that
evidence
provided by the
trainee is valid
and authentic
• Observes
trainees
completing onjob tasks and
records what
they see.

Assessor
• Uses evidence (trainees’
assessment resources,
including verifier
comments) to assess
trainees, and reports
competency to Skills
Active
• Involved in postassessment moderation
to ensure consistency in
assessment across the
industry.

Trainees
•
•

Participate in training at their workplace (and maybe with an external provider), and
self-paced learning to prepare for assessment
Complete assessment activities (resources).

*Note: Verifiers may not always be used in the assessment process – see Section 2 for
more information.

How does Skills Active support workplaces?
Skills Active is committed to providing support to workplaces and their trainees. A Skills Active
Learning Support Advisor (LSA) is assigned to each workplace. LSA’s visit on a regular basis to:
əə Help the workplace plan its training throughout the year
əə Help the workplace implement training and assessment
əə Help the workplace and its trainees with assessment in the workplace
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əə Help the workplace get the quality training they need
əə Gather feedback for improving Skills Active’s services.
Training and assessment can be met by the workplace internally (within their own organisation)
or by external providers.

How a trainee achieves a qualification
1. Employee enrols as a Skills Active trainee by completing a Training
Agreement. A Training Plan is developed showing the modules/unit
standards the trainee will complete to gain their qualification.
2. Trainee receives training on the job (and may attend courses or
workshops within or external to their workplace).
3. Trainee is observed by their assessor or verifier when they are ready to be
assessed, and completes all assessment tasks.
4. Assessor assesses trainee using assessment material, evidence provided
by trainee and information attested to by verifier (if a verifier is used).
5. If the trainee is competent, the assessor reports the credits to Skills
Active for the units achieved by the trainee. If the trainee is not yet
competent, assessor discusses requirements for more training/redo part
of assessment with trainee - go back to step 2 of this process.
6. Skills Active reports the credits to NZQA and they are entered onto the
trainee’s NZQA Record of Achievement (RoA).
7. A National Certificate or Skills Active Award is achieved when all units in
the qualification are completed.
8. NZQA or Skills Active issues the Award/National Certificate and it is
entered on trainee’s RoA.

12
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For more details on qualifications and unit standards see Section 3 – NZQA qualifications
and unit standards.
As trainees are assessed against unit standards and judged Competent by their assessor,
the credits are reported to Skills Active and recorded on the trainee’s personal Record of
Achievement (RoA) database held by the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA). Each
unit standard gained provides official recognition that trainees are Competent, i.e. They have the
skills and knowledge required for that unit standard.
When trainees have gained all of the unit standards in a National Certificate, Skills Active
verifies this with NZQA. Once verified, a certificate will be awarded. A National Certificate has a
minimum of 40 credits.

The trainee’s Record of Achievement (RoA)
The Record of Achievement is a tool that keeps track of an individual’s assessment history.
It is useful when a trainee first signs up to a qualification to look up their NZQA Record of
Achievement (RoA) as this lists all unit standards they currently hold. To do this you need the
trainee’s NSN number and access to the NZQA website. Speak to your Skills Active LSA for
assistance with this.
If a trainee has already completed some of the units in the qualification they are signed up to,
they may not have to complete tasks relating to those units. You or their trainer/supervisor
may encourage them to complete the tasks anyway for their own professional development,
especially if the task is contextualised to their current role or workplace.

National Student Number (NSN)
Trainees are given an individual identification number by NZQA. This is their RoA ID number or
National Student Number (NSN). The number is used when reporting credit for unit standards
and when any information about their RoA is required.

13
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2. Responsibilities of an
assessor
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Responsibilities of an assessor
A Skills Active Registered Assessor is a person who is nominated by their workplace and Skills
Active to assess trainees. Assessors are chosen on the basis of the workplace needs and the
skills and experience of the prospective assessor.

What is assessment?
NZQA defines assessment as:

A process in which evidence about performance is collected
and evaluated against a standard.

Key responsibilities of an assessor
əə Prepare trainees for assessment
əə Assess trainees and provide feedback to them
əə Follow the six-step assessment process (see Section 4)
əə Engage in post-assessment moderation (Section 8)
əə Follow the Skills Active Assessor Code of Conduct (Section 9)
əə Commitment to Good Practice Assessment, professional development and peer review
(Section 9).

Who can you assess?
As a Skills Active Registered Assessor you can assess employees in their workplace according
to your ‘assessor scope’. As part of your application to become an assessor you will provide
your ‘proposed scope’. This scope will be relevant to your skills, knowledge, experience and
qualifications, and relates directly to the qualification(s) you will be assessing.
As a general rule, an assessor needs to hold the national qualification or current unit standard
(or be able to demonstrate equivalent skills and knowledge) at the same level (and preferably a
level above) at which they will be assessing.
For some qualifications and unit standards other Assessor Specific requirements must also be
met. Your Skills Active LSA will give you more information on specific requirements that may be
relevant to the unit standards and/or qualifications in your proposed scope.

16
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Assessor scopes
When you become registered, your scope is approved and recorded on the New Zealand
Register of Recreation Professionals (NZRRP). This becomes your ‘assessor scope’.
In agreement between your and your workplace you can make an application to Skills Active for
a scope extension. All scope extensions must be approved by Skills Active. You cannot assess
a unit standard or qualification that is not in your scope.

Important note
Assessors can only assess unit standards and qualifications within their approved scope.

For information about assessor requirements for your sector and/or proposed scope,
visit www.skillsactive.org.nz and search for ‘assessor requirements’.
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Assessment relationships
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Where verifiers are part of the assessment process, the following responsibilities and
relationships exist between the trainee, assessor and verifier:

Verifier

Assessor
Gives verifier guidance on what evidence is required

Evide
icity
nce ga
uthent
thering, reco
rding, validation and a

Evidence verifiers
Sometimes the best way to gather evidence on a trainee’s performance is to use other people in
the workplace to assist by observing the work activity for you or verifying the evidence that has
been collected. This helps you make your assessment decision.
An evidence verifier (or verifier) can be used when you, as the assessor, are not able to see the
actual evidence being collected. You may need to rely on verifiers to confirm that they observed
the trainee completing skills or tasks. They are also used to verify any workplace documents
used as evidence towards assessment that show the work and skill level of the trainee.
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A verifier must:
əə Have specific skills in the tasks they are observing
əə Have clear instructions from the assessor about the performances they are to observe and
what to look for
əə Have time to view the necessary actions/performances.

Important note
Verifiers should also complete Skills Active verifier training and hold unit standard 18203
Verify evidence for assessment.

Your responsibilities as an assessor when using verifiers are to:
əə Meet with and brief the verifier and outline all the expectations of their role before the
trainee begins assessment
əə Ensure the verifier uses the correct Skills Active assessment resources
əə Check that all assessment evidence for the tasks/observations are completed before the
trainee submits material to be assessed
əə Discuss with the verifier the trainees performance in relation to what they observed.

Trainee/Assessor
Where there is no verifier, the assessor observes and confirms authenticity directly with the
trainee. This situation is likely to occur where assessors are also the trainee’s supervisor/
manager or a senior colleague.

Trainee

Trainee provides evidence of competency
to assessor by completing tasks in
assessment books and demonstrating
skills required

Assessor

Assessor
• Prepares trainee for assessment
• Makes a decision on the trainee’s competency
based on evidence provided
• Gives feedback to trainee
For more information see Section 7. What makes a good assessor? And Section 9. Assessor
Code of Conduct.
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3. NZQA qualifications and
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NZQA qualifications and unit
standards
It is important that you have an understanding of the ‘big picture’ of qualifications and
unit standards, as they are the basis for what you and other workplace assessors assess
against.
In addition to being the Standard Setting Body (SSB) developing qualifications and unit
standards for sport, fitness and recreation, Skills Active develops resources for assessors and
trainees that meet the requirements of the qualifications and unit standards that they will be
assessing.
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Understanding New Zealand
qualifications
The New Zealand Qualifications Framework (NZQF) is the source for accurate and current
information on quality-assured qualifications in New Zealand.

All national qualifications and unit standards are listed on the NZQA website:
www.nzqa.govt.nz

Qualification types on the NZQF
All quality-assured qualifications listed on the NZQF fit into a particular qualification type: a
certificate, diploma or degree. Each qualification type is defined by an agreed set of criteria
which includes the level at which the qualification is listed and the number of credits required at
each level.
The NZQF has ten levels. Levels are based on complexity, with level 1 the least complex and level
10 the most complex. All qualifications on the NZQF are assigned one of the ten levels.
Unit standards in the qualification do not all have to be at the same level as the qualification –
depending on the structure of the qualification. Qualifications may include credit achieved at
levels above and below the overall level at which the qualification is listed.
Level

Qualification type

10

Doctorate

9

Master’s degree

8

Postgraduate diplomas and certificates, Bachelors degrees with Honours

7

Bachelors degree, Graduate diplomas and certificates

6
5

Diplomas

4
3
2

Certificates

1
Most Skills Active qualifications are between levels 2-5 on the framework.
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Level descriptors
The table below provides a detailed description of each level in terms of learning outcomes.
Knowledge, skills and application describe what a graduate at a particular level is expected
to know, do and be. Application includes: level of responsibility, behaviours and attitudes
expected to be displayed by Competent trainees at that level.
Level

Knowledge

Skills

Application

1

Basic general

əə

Apply basic solutions to
simple problems
Apply basic skills
required to carry out
simple tasks

əə
əə

Apply known solutions to
familiar problems
Apply standard processes
relevant to the field of
work or study

əə
əə

Select and apply from a
range of known solutions
to familiar problems
Apply a range of standard
processes relevant to the
field of work or study

əə
əə

and/or foundation
knowledge

2

Basic factual and/
or operational
knowledge of a

əə

əə
əə

field of work or
study
3

Some operational

əə

and theoretical
knowledge in a
field of work or

əə

study

əə

əə

əə
əə

4

Broad operational

əə

and theoretical
knowledge in a
field of work or
study

5

Broad operational

əə

əə

or technical
and theoretical
knowledge within
a specific field of
work or study
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əə

Select and apply
solutions to familiar and
sometimes unfamiliar
problems
Select and apply a
range of standard and
non-standard processes
relevant to the field of
work or study

əə

Select and apply a
range of solutions to
familiar and sometimes
unfamiliar problems
Select and apply a
range of standard and
non-standard processes
relevant to the field of
work or study

əə

əə

əə

Highly structured contexts
Requiring some
responsibility for own
learning
Interacting with others
General supervision
Requiring some
responsibility for own
learning and performance
Collaborating with others
Limited supervision
Requiring major
responsibility for own
learning and performance
Adapting own behaviour
when interacting with others
Contributing to group
performance
Self-management of learning
and performance under
broad guidance
Some responsibility for
performance of others

Complete self-management
of learning and performance
within defined contexts
Some responsibility for the
management of learning and
performance of others

Example: Complete a fitness exercise
Level 1: Complete the exercise under supervision
Level 2: Complete the exercise and show someone else how to do it
Level 3: Identify the correct exercise to use in given situations and its basic mechanics
Level 4: Explain the bio-mechanics of the exercise; apply when the exercise should be used

Outcome statement
All qualifications on the NZQF contain an outcome statement that describes the knowledge,
skills and attributes of a graduate. Different trainees will achieve the outcomes in different
ways, so outcome statements are an indicator of the minimum competency expected from a
qualification.
Each outcome statement includes the following:
əə Graduate profiles that identify the expected learning outcomes of a qualification, i.e. what a
trainee will know, understand and be able to do when they achieve the qualification
əə Education pathways that identify other qualifications that a graduate can enrol in after
completing this qualification. Where qualifications are stand-alone and do not prepare
graduates for further study, the outcome statement should make this clear
əə Employment pathways (or contribution to the community) that identify the areas in which a
graduate may be qualified to work, or the contribution they may make to their community.

Credit value
All qualifications on the NZQF have a credit value. The credit value relates to the amount of
training generally required to complete the qualification.
When developing a qualification, Skills Active and the relevant industry sectors decide on the
amount of training required to gain the qualification. They also estimate how long it would
take a trainee to achieve the stated outcomes in the specified context and to demonstrate that
competency through assessment.
The credit value of a qualification is based on how long it will take a typical trainee to complete
their training and assessment for the required standard. One credit is equal to 10 notional hours
of learning.
Notional learning hours include:
əə Direct contact time with trainers (directed training)
əə Time spent in studying and doing projects, building portfolios, completing logbooks and
undertaking practical/on-job tasks
əə Time spent in assessment.
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Understanding unit standards
If you are using Skills Active resources with trainees you can be confident that they have always
been pre-assessment moderated and meet the requirements of the unit standards within each
assessment. It is important that you understand unit standards, as they are what all Skills Active
assessments are based on.
Unit standard 376 – page 1
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Unit standard 376 – page 2
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Unit standard 376 – page 3
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Unit standard 11097 – older version of a unit standard

Titles
The title of a unit standard expresses the main outcome that someone who is credited with the
unit standard has demonstrated they know and/or can do.

Levels
Unit standards are registered at one of the approved levels of the New Zealand Qualifications
Framework.

Level descriptors for unit standards are the same as for qualifications – see page 24.

Credits
Credits allocated to unit standards reflect the notional training time expected for trainees to
meet the outcomes in a unit standard. (Actual learning time will, of course, vary from trainee
to trainee.) Notional learning time includes time spent in structured learning and self-paced
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learning and practice; time taken to gather and provide evidence for assessment purposes; and
time taken to be assessed in all the outcomes and contexts.
One credit represents a notional 10 hours of training, practice, and assessment time.

Purpose statements
Purpose statements express the outcomes of the unit standard in terms of the knowledge, skills,
behaviours, attitudes and values the unit standard recognises. The purpose statement may also
say for whom the unit standard is intended. This may or may not exclude other people from
being assessed against the standard – the wording should make that clear. For example, the
purpose statement for Unit 15007 Understand spoken information and instructions in familiar
contexts (ESOL) (version 5) states, ‘This unit standard is for people for whom English is not their
first language’.

Versions
Each time a change is made to a unit standard, a new version is created. Minor changes usually
do not affect outcomes. Always check your Skills Active Assessor Guides to see which version of
the units the assessment is based on. At times a newer version of a unit standard will be on the
framework than is represented in assessment resources.
Skills Active regularly reviews assessment resources to ensure they are current, and credits can
be reported for an older version for a set period of time. If you have any concerns about the
unit standard versions you are using or referring to in assessment resources, please contact the
Skills Active Framework Solutions team.

Classification
Classification lists the domain and subfield the unit standard is in on the New Zealand
Qualification Framework. All qualifications for which Skills Active is the SSB are in categorised
on the NZQF in the Community and Social Services Domain, in the Fitness, Outdoor Recreation,
Recreation and Sport, and Snowsport Subfields.

Available grade
All unit standards have the grade ‘Achieved’.
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Entry information
Unit standards may contain entry information. Entry information will relate to critical
prerequisites (health, safety or legislative requirements), or to recommended skills and
knowledge. Assessors are responsible for ensuring trainees have met any requirements specified
in this section prior to the assessment and award of credit.

Explanatory notes (in older versions these are called
‘Special notes’)
Explanatory notes provide information that will help assessors interpret the standard and/or
increase the likelihood of consistent assessment judgements. They can also be used to indicate
any special assessment requirements or conditions.
Explanatory notes may also include guidance – for example, about education and training (to
assist educators and trainers in their interpretation of the unit standard), or specific licensing or
Consent and Moderation Requirements (CMR) specifications, among other things.

Outcomes (in older versions these are called ‘Elements’)
Outcome statements describe the more detailed outcomes that trainees’ knowledge and skills
are assessed against. In order to be credited with the unit standard, a trainee must achieve all
of the outcomes in a unit standard.

Evidence requirements (in older versions these are called
‘Performance criteria’)
Evidence requirements specify the critical evidence required to meet the outcomes.
Collectively, evidence requirements provide the standards against which outcomes are
assessed. In relation to each outcome, the evidence requirements will specify what is expected
to have been done or demonstrated to a particular quality, quantity, level or standard.

Range statements
Range statements may be included in unit standards. These ensure that the same factors are
considered in the assessment of each trainee. Range statements are also sometimes used to
clarify evidence requirements and/or assessment conditions.
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Note the placement of range statements:
əə If written in the Explanatory notes (Special notes) section, the range statement applies to all
outcomes in the unit standard.
əə If written immediately below an outcome statement, it applies to all evidence requirements
in that outcome.
əə If written immediately below a specific evidence requirement, it applies to that evidence
requirement only.
Skills Active resource developers always take note of the wording of range statements when
deciding what evidence is required. Included below are several range statements that illustrate
a number of possible variations.

Variation 1
If there is no wording that indicates otherwise, evidence from all items in the range must be
considered in deciding whether the outcome has been met. See example below.
Example from US 9677

Variation 2
The wording ‘includes but is not limited to’ followed by listed items means evidence for all listed
items must be considered, but other evidence from unlisted items can be considered as well.
(The main reason for this sort of range is to ‘future proof’ the standard as much as possible,
and/or to allow for different assessment contexts.) See example below.
Example from US 57
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Variation 3
When a range starts with ‘may include but is not limited to’ the range provides suggested
factors for consideration. You can consider evidence from the listed items, or evidence from a
completely different list; the trainee’s context will probably indicate what those items might be.
See example below.
Example from US 11818

Variation 4
The range may indicate the minimum number of factors or aspects that must be considered
from the given range. See example above.
Source: www.nzqa.govt.nz
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4. The assessment process
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The assessment process
The six-step assessment process includes:
1. Prepare yourself and the trainee for the assessment.
2. Assess the trainee.
3. Provide and receive structured feedback.
4. Record keeping and reporting credit.
5. Review your assessment process.
6. Moderation.

Step 1. Prepare yourself and the trainee for the assessment
Prepare yourself
əə Make sure the trainee has received their assessment resources (may also include training
material such as Info Books, Training Resources or Info Sheets) from Skills Active. Encourage
them to read through the resources before they start to complete assessment tasks, so they
know exactly what is required
əə Become familiar with the assessment resources your trainee is using. This includes the
trainee’s assessment book and your corresponding Assessor Guide. It may also be helpful to
familiarise yourself with any training material provided by Skills Active for the unit standards/
qualification that you are assessing. For copies of these resources contact your Skills Active
LSA
əə Read the unit standard(s) or learning outcome(s)
əə The ‘Assessor preparation checklist’ – Appendix 1 of your Active Assessor Assessment book
includes a thorough list of what you need to do to prepare yourself for assessment.

Prepare the trainee
əə Make a time with the trainee for a preassessment briefing/meeting. This may
be face to face, by phone or Skype,
and may also be in a group setting with
other trainees. During this briefing/
meeting prepare your Assessment plan
- Appendix 2 of your Active Assessor
Assessment book. Take the trainee
through the Skills Active Welcome Guide
if they are a first-time Skills Active
trainee. In particular, talk to them about the Assessment appeal process (page 23) and
Understanding the assessment process (page 16)
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əə Part of your assessment plan includes noting what you want to discuss with the trainee’s
verifier (if a verifier is being used). Meet with them to discuss what you want them to verify,
what comments you want them to provide and how you want them to confirm the validity
and authenticity of the trainee’s assessment evidence
əə If you are setting up an assessment, make sure the environment, resources and equipment
are available, safe and ready for use
əə Sometime between the pre-assessment meeting and when you assess the trainee, you
should meet with or talk to the trainee to check whether they are ready to be assessed.
Use the Trainee ‘readiness for assessment’ check – Appendix 3 of your Active Assessor
Assessment book. Help them to prepare for assessment. This is important, as you shouldn’t
assess a trainee until they feel confident that they are ready, and can meet the assessment
criteria
əə Ensure you are aware of any special needs the trainee may have relating to their assessment,
(such as reading disability, language barrier or mobility issues) and ensure a way to meet
these needs is planned.

Assistance for trainees with special needs
It is crucial that you are aware of any special needs the trainee has, which should become clear
in the pre-assessment meeting to allow you to plan for the actual assessment. Special needs
may include trainees who:
əə Speak English as a second language (ESOL)
əə Have a disability
əə Have a hearing impairment
əə Have a low level of literacy/numeracy
əə Have an injury or illness
əə Have cultural needs or values that may cause a barrier to assessment activities.

Step 2. Assess the trainee
əə Assessment will happen within a planned timeframe agreed by you and the trainee
əə Check that all the evidence is available and ready for assessment
əə Use Skills Active Assessor Guides as you mark written tasks – they contain example answers
and judgement statements to guide you
əə Trainees must complete on-job assessment tasks safely and in accordance with the
requirements of the assessment
əə Complete your observations of on-job assessment tasks or receive evidence verification
forms/documents
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əə Write notes in the trainee’s assessment to support your assessment decisions. You may also
record all assessment notes in your own files
əə Make sure you follow the assessor Code of Conduct and Best Practice Assessment – Section
9: Sufficiency, validity, authenticity, consistency, fairness and currency when you are
assessing
əə Remember the level descriptors (pages 24). Be careful not to over-assess!
əə Ask for further evidence if there is not sufficient evidence to make your assessment decision
əə Make your assessment decision. Remember that if the trainee is Not Yet Competent in part
of a task, they only need to be re-assessed for that part, not the whole task or assessment.
The trainee must be Competent in all tasks to achieve the unit standards and qualifications.

Writing useful comments
The comments you write in the trainee’s assessment book are valuable for the following reasons:
əə Comments are a type of evidence that supports the trainees assessment
əə Comments provide valuable feedback to the trainee to allow reflective learning and
development
əə

Comments are referred to when you go through the moderation process.

Comments such as ‘good’, or ‘the trainee did the task really well’ are of little value. Instead, write
comments that ‘set the scene’ and describe how the trainee completed the task.

Example: Assessor comment from National Certificate in Business Administration
and Computing (Level 3) Administration Skills Assessment: Arrange and operate
workstation according to ergonomic principles
“The trainee had a copy of the Workplace Ergonomic Guidelines with them as they set up
the workstation, in case they needed to refer to it. After setting up the computer and desk
they sat down and checked that the chair height was correct and the screen was set up at
the correct height by working on it for a few minutes and tilting it to suit them. After sitting
for a few minutes they noticed that their legs were not comfortable and set up a footrest
under their desk, which fixed the problem”.
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Step 3. Provide and receive structured feedback
əə Give clear, concise and constructive feedback to trainee/s about their assessment material.
This includes writing notes in their assessment books – both about written and on-job/
observation tasks. This feedback is a valuable part of the training process. Your notes and
comments will also be used during the moderation process
əə Tell them what your assessment decision is – have they met the assessment requirements
or not? Even if they have, it is useful to give them feedback on what they did really well, and
what areas they could work on/improve for professional development etc
əə If they have not met the standards required for the assessment, discuss re-training and/or
re-assessment, and create an action plan. Include realistic timeframes in this plan
əə If they have completed the qualification, discuss the next step in their professional
development – you may refer to the Skills Active website, prospectus or a range of other
professional development options available in their workplace
əə Ask trainees for feedback on your assessment process – copy the Trainee feedback form –
Appendix 4 of your Active Assessor Assessment book and ask them to complete it. NOTE:
After you have completed your assessment to become a Registered Assessor it is not
compulsory to use this feedback form, but it is good practice to do so as it will help you
review your own assessment practices
əə If you are not the trainee’s supervisor/manager it is helpful to ask for feedback from this
person. They should see value in on-job training and assessment, and it is important to
capture this. And if they do not see the value, or are not involved in the process, you should
know this as well, as you may need to involve them in the training and assessment process
more. You can use the Supervisor/workplace feedback form – Appendix 5 of your Active
Assessor Assessment book
əə If you used a verifier, ask them for feedback as well – You can use the Verifier feedback form
– Appendix 6 of your Active Assessor Assessment book.

Step 4. Record keeping and reporting credit
əə Record assessment decisions using Skills Active documentation procedures (usually
Assessment Outcome forms in assessment books)
əə Report credit to Skills Active using the Credit Reporting form at the back of the trainee’s
assessment book, or other approved credit reporting process
əə Store the trainee’s assessment book, your assessment notes/records and evidence for at
least 2 years for moderation purposes
əə Note: The Assessment Outcome and Credit Reporting forms look very similar. Please
complete both. The Assessment Outcome form stays in the assessment book. The Credit
Reporting form gets copied and sent to Skills Active.
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Step 5. Review your assessment process
əə Did the assessment process work for the trainee, the workplace, and you?
əə Use feedback from trainees, supervisors/managers and verifiers to review your assessment
practices
əə Self-review your assessment practices. Be honest, and use the self-review to recognise what
you did well, and what you can improve on in future when assessing. You can use the Postassessment self-review – Appendix 7 of your Active Assessor Assessment book
əə Make any necessary changes to your future assessment processes. Record these and refer to
them when you are next assessing.

Step 6. Moderation
əə Participate in Skills Active moderation (usually annually). This may be done by forum,
meeting with other assessors and/or Skills Active moderators, postal (paper-based) or
phone calls/discussions
əə Skills Active will keep you informed about moderation opportunities.
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5. What is evidence, and how
is it recorded?
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What is evidence?
Evidence provides proof of what the trainee knows and can do. Evidence can be collected in
many different ways. Assessment tasks give trainees guidance on the type and amount of
evidence they need to provide. Some ways that evidence may be collected include:

Practical evidence
əə Naturally occurring evidence – on- job tasks
əə Observation, on a one-off occasion or over a period of time
əə Examples of work the trainee has produced
əə Trainees teaching others the relevant knowledge or skills
əə Simulations.

Verbal evidence
əə Presentations
əə Trainee answers oral questions
əə Managers and/or verifiers answer oral questions about the trainees performance
əə Feedback
əə Speeches, interviews, giving instructions.

Written evidence
əə Workplace documentation and records, checklists
əə Portfolios, worksheets, forms, tests
əə Written tasks
əə Booklets, reports, charts and posters, plans, tables
əə Assignments, multi-choice answers
əə Logbooks, diaries
əə Managers answer written questions about the trainee’s performance.

Verification/Attestation
Documented feedback from:
əə Evidence verifiers
əə Supervisors and managers
əə Colleagues
əə Clients/customers.
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Naturally occurring evidence
On-job tasks
As you observe a trainee going about their usual work you (or a verifier) will see and hear
them performing tasks. This gives you the opportunity to record evidence about actual on-job
performance - no need to set up any ‘role plays’. Use what you see and hear trainees do when
you are working alongside or supervising/training them.
When you are planning assessments, think about:
əə What is naturally occurring in the workplace?
əə What support might the trainee need to find this evidence?
əə Is information available (such as policy and procedures manual etc)?
əə How long do you think it would take to collect that evidence?
Note: You decide on the right length of time that needs to be spent observing, and the number
of times observed (frequency). If you are using a verifier you need to discuss your requirements
in your verifier preparation meeting.

Other types of naturally occurring evidence
Naturally occurring evidence also includes collecting workplace documents that may be used as
evidence for assessment, such as:
əə Health and safety documentation
əə Customer feedback forms
əə Performance review documents
əə Relevant workplace documents
əə Anything that would exist in the workplace regardless of assessment, but can provide
evidence to show the trainee meets the standards of the assessment.
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How is evidence recorded?
Assessors must always keep either the original assessment books or a copy in their assessor file
for at least two years, as it may be requested for moderation purposes. For more information on
post-assessment moderation see Section 8.

Written assessment
The majority of Skills Active assessment resources contain written tasks. Unless stated in the
instructions, these are generally open-book and self-paced tasks. This means that the trainee
should be encouraged to complete the tasks in their own time, and does not need to be under
your supervision or in an ‘exam’ environment.

Portfolio assessment
When assessment occurs in the workplace, the trainee may have many opportunities to
demonstrate the skills required to achieve the unit standard. In this case, rather than having
the trainee complete a ‘staged’ assessment task, a portfolio of evidence can be provided to
demonstrate their competence.
A portfolio is a collection of evidence to support assessment against standards or learning
outcomes. Portfolios can come in a range of types and sizes. For example, they can be electronic
(files, a CD or a website address), a kete (kit) containing evidence gathered throughout the
trainee’s normal work time, or a display of project/mounted work.
Skills Active assessments where a portfolio is required or is an option will include a checklist
listing the requirements. The evidence should be put together by the trainee in a way that makes
it easy for the assessor to match it to the task.
Portfolio tasks often require evidence of planning and design, documentation and evaluation. It
is important that this evidence is included in some way; for example, in a visual diary.
For the purposes of moderation, all evidence submitted electronically must include all graphic
links and required files, appropriately arranged and organised.

Gathering evidence of competency
Standards-based assessment is about recognising trainee competency. Assessors decide
how evidence can best be collected and judged against the standard. Assessors should use
innovative, valid and fair ways of recognising competency without overburdening themselves or
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the trainee with too much assessment. At Skills Active we provide assessment resources that
help you to structure your assessment, and state the amount and type of evidence required.
Evidence needs to be recorded in ways that can be verified, either by a verifier or the assessor.
Records of evidence are also important during moderation.

Formative and summative assessment
Formative assessment
Formative assessment is often referred to as ‘assessment for learning’. Formative assessment
happens alongside training and skill development, and gives opportunities for trainers and
assessors to give immediate feedback to trainees, and recommend or provide more training if
required.
On-job or practical tasks are a type of ‘formative’ assessment. When a trainee is observed
completing on-job tasks, and the assessor deems them Competent, summative assessment is
not usually required.

Summative assessment
Summative assessment is often referred to as ‘assessment of learning’. Used on its own,
summative assessment may overlook some existing evidence of competency. Feedback is given
only after they have demonstrated their skills and knowledge – not during (formative).
Written tasks and portfolios are common types of ‘summative‘ assessment.

Assessment opportunities
Ongoing training and feedback should mean that the trainee is not assessed until the assessor
and trainee are both confident that competency of the standard is within the trainee’s reach (or
until the final deadline for assessment, if there is one).
The need for further assessment, or reassessments, can be reduced when assessors:
əə Ensure trainees understand the assessments and standards required
əə Discuss examples of tasks in different contexts with trainees
əə Give trainees adequate practice opportunities
əə Assess trainees when they are ready.
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Integrated assessment
Skills Active commonly uses integrated assessments. Integrated assessment is where more than
one unit standard can be assessed using the same assessment activity.
Integration of assessment has several advantages. It reduces the time spent on assessment, and
uses a more holistic approach.
Integrated assessment can also pose some challenges, especially when trainees sign up to a
qualification and have already achieved some of the unit standards that are part of an integrated
assessment.
Skills Active’s more recent Assessor Guides show which unit standard outcomes and evidence
requirements each task relates To. If you are using an Assessor Guide that does not have this
information, and would like to know, please contact the Framework Solutions team at Skills
Active, who can provide this information for you. As our resources are revised, this information
will be included in all Assessor Guides.
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Using Skills Active assessment
resources
Types of evidence commonly used in Skills Active resources:
əə Written and/or oral questions
əə Demonstration of performance through on-job tasks (naturally occurring evidence)
əə Discussions with assessor
əə Portfolios
əə Presentations and speeches
əə Projects
əə Report writing.
Most situations where you may use a verifier are:
əə Observation of on-job tasks
əə Confirming the authenticity of trainees’ written assessment material and documentation.
Assessment resources help you make decisions about the competency of trainees and enable
consistency of decision-making nationally (part of moderation). Your LSA will discuss with you
the resources that you will use. Once you are registered you will receive the Assessor Guides
relevant to your scope.
Remember to write comments in the trainee’s assessment resources that provide useful
Feedback. Make sure your comments are also valuable to the moderation process – that is they
record how you justified your assessment decision.
Make comments throughout written tasks that relate to the trainee’s answers. Observation
forms/on-job task forms have comment boxes for you to Use. If you are using evidence verifiers
they will also write their comments for you in these boxes.

Refer to page 38 ‘Writing useful comments’.
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Assessor Guides
Skills Active Assessor Guides will help you make decisions about trainees’ competence and to
enable consistency of assessor decisions nationwide. They contain judgement statements and
example answers to help you when assessing. They also describe how to assess tasks and the
detail the evidence needed for competency.
əə Skills Active resources are checked to make sure they match the unit standard requirements
(pre-assessment moderation)
əə Some assessment resources are designed to be integrated into a workplace’s existing
training and performance assessment systems (at Skills Active we call these ‘customised
resources’)
əə Some assessment resources are also supplemented by training material that support
the trainee as they prepare for assessment. These are usually called Info Books, Training
Resources or Info Sheets. If there is training material relevant to an assessment, the trainee
will receive them automatically when they receive their assessment resources.

Assessment books
The trainee’s assessment books contain the tasks the trainee must complete. Almost all
assessments contain on-job tasks or observation forms that you or verifier must complete.
These task forms detail the evidence required and provide space for you and/or the verifier to
write comments relevant to the task being assessed. These comments are an integral part of
the assessment process. They are:
əə A record of the assessment
əə Required for moderation purposes
əə Very important when giving feedback to the trainee
əə To record the feedback given to the trainee.
At the bottom of each task/observation form there is a section for you to date and sign. Only do
this once you have judged the trainee Competent in all parts of the task.

Pre-assessment moderation
All Skills Active assessment resources (assessment books and assessor guides) are preassessment moderated by Skills Active moderators. The Skills Active moderators work with the
resource developers to ensure the assessments meet the national standard.
All Tertiary Education Organisations (TEOs) and schools who assess Skills Active managed unit
standards are required if developing their own assessment material, to have it pre-assessment
moderated by Skills Active. The requirements are outlined in the Consent and Moderation
Requirements (CMR) document. Refer to to CMR Ref: 0099 (pages 8-11) regarding moderation
requirements – http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/nqfdocs/maps/pdf/0099.pdf
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6. Understanding competency
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Understanding competency
You are training to be an assessor because you have shown that you are competent in the
standards/qualifications you will be assessing, and should have the skills experience and
knowledge at least at the same level of, and preferably one level higher than, that which you will
be assessing.
You are regarded as an expert in the area you will be assessing, and as such it is expected that
you are able to recognise competency in others. You will know by looking at the trainee’s work
and/or observing them completing tasks whether they are Competent or not.
You have a very important responsibility as you judge each trainee’s competence. Can they
complete the task to the expected level required?
If you are using a verifier, you must ensure that they do not make judgements as to the trainee’s
competence. This is your role alone. You direct verifiers as to what you want them to record
about the trainee’s performance, and their comments are part of the evidence that assist you in
making a decision on the trainee’s competence.
You should have a good relationship with each trainee and keep in touch with them regularly.
This way, you can give them guidance if needed, and will have a good gauge for when they are
ready for assessment.

When the assessor/trainee relationship is strong there should be very little reason for
‘Not Yet Competent’ decisions and reassessments.
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Qualities of evidence
There are six qualities (or protocols) around which you should conduct your assessments:
1. Sufficiency.
2. Validity.
3. Authenticity.
4. Consistency.
5. Fairness.
6. Currency.

1. Sufficiency
Do you have SUFFICIENT evidence that the trainee can perform the task repeatedly in the
conditions required, and that they ‘know’ the information required? If they only just managed
to meet the requirements, they probably need more time to become Competent at that task.
Using a variety of sources of evidence can help you determine sufficiency.

Was there enough time between training and assessment?
This needs to be thought through and planned carefully. When gathering evidence are you
observing or hearing newly learned skills or knowledge? Does your trainee actually know the
information and can they repeatedly perform the skills?
Skills Active believes there needs to be some time allowed between training and assessment,
when the trainees are ‘practising’ the new skills or acquiring new knowledge. Your decisionmaking will be made easier if you or the evidence verifier is regularly observing the trainee over
a period of time, gathering naturally occurring evidence.

2. Validity
Is the evidence valid? The information you collect and the assessment decisions you make must
relate only to the unit(s) you are assessing. For example, if an assessment requires that you see
samples of a trainee’s written workplace records, you will most likely ask to look at the records.
If the recording procedure has been followed correctly but the writing is messy, you cannot
judge them ‘Not Yet Competent’ based on the quality of their writing.
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There are ten different levels at which units can be assessed. These levels are based on
increasing complexity of skills and knowledge. If the unit standard is level 3, the evidence
collected must relate to that level of complexity.
Refer back to Section 3 for information about the levels.

3. Authenticity
Verifiers and assessors are responsible for confirming the authenticity of a trainee’s assessment
material.

Authenticity is the assurance that evidence produced by a trainee is their own work.

There are three broad categories of authenticity challenges that need to be managed during the
assessment process. Verifiers and assessors must be aware of the potential for trainees to:
əə Copy from another person or source (plagiarism)
əə Have too much guidance from the trainer or assessor
əə Get specific answers for the assessment activity.
When a verifier is being used, they must confirm that the trainee has produced the evidence
submitted for assessment.
Assessors must consider (and manage) the potential for work to have been copied, borrowed
from another staff member/trainee, photocopied from a book or downloaded from the Internet.
One way you can check for authenticity is to ask the trainee a question or two about their
answer to check that they really know what they are writing or talking about. Or ask them to
describe what they mean in a certain context, or real-life example.

Assessors must manage authenticity issues for all assessments regardless of source. It
is appropriate for trainees to learn from others and to gather information from a variety
of sources. However, assessors must be clear that the work to be assessed has been
processed and produced by the trainee.
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Care must be taken to ensure that trainers and assessors do not assist trainees to complete
work for assessment. The assessed work must be the work of the trainee, including when
performance is in a group context. For example, team brainstorming cannot provide the answers
to specific questions in an assessment, but could include topics that trainees then go on to
research individually.
Strategies used to ensure authenticity include:
əə Supervising the research process by including regular checkpoints
əə Requiring draft material to be submitted with their assessment material
əə Demonstration of skills in naturally occurring environments at work
əə Questioning to confirm a trainee’s understanding or requiring them to complete a task again
if you are unsure about the authenticity
əə Being familiar with or controlling the resources available
əə Controlling group work by breaking the task into group and individual components.

4. Consistency
Are you making consistent assessment decisions? Ensure you use consistent judgements with
all trainees. Use the Assessor Guides you are supplied with to help ensure your assessment
decisions are consistent. Also, assess in conditions as similar as possible for each trainee.

5. Fairness
Be aware of the potential for bias and favouritism to affect your judgement decisions. You may
know your trainees well, and it can be easy to let your feelings play a part in your decisions. If
you find someone difficult to deal with already, or you really like him or her, you have to work
hard to stop this affecting your assessment of the evidence. Focus on the assessment and the
evidence required not your feelings or assumptions about the trainee.
The conditions during the assessment must relate to those asked for by the assessment
materials/unit standard(s). If the conditions change significantly during the assessment, and
it either disadvantages the trainee or goes beyond the unit standard requirements, you must
consider scheduling a re-assessment.
Note that sometimes it is fair to treat people differently – especially in situations where the
trainee has special needs.
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6. Currency
Currency is when skills and knowledge can be demonstrated now (not in the past). Currency is
an important concept, especially when trainees come to you with prior knowledge and skills in
the area of the unit standards or qualifications you are assessing.
Assessing trainees for current competency may save some time if they already have the training
and experience required. This does not mean you simply record them as Competent – you
must still assess them to make sure they are currently competent by using any of the methods
previously mentioned to gather evidence.
However, it may be that you can shorten the assessment because of the trainee’s obvious
competency. This process is called RECOGNITION OF CURRENT COMPETENCY (RCC). All
assessment requirements must still be met.

For more information about the Skills Active RCC process, contact the Framework
Solutions team or visit www.skillsactive.org.nz

Assessor currency
The term currency also applies to you as an assessor. You must remain current in
your skills as an assessor and within the industry in the areas of expertise in your
scope. This is to ensure you are making decisions that are up to date with current
industry practices.
You may have completed assessor training in the past, or been an assessor before.
You may already hold US 4098. While US 4098 may still be on your NZQA Record of
Achievement, it is recommended that you complete the Active Assessor assessment
in this book, as it will demonstrate that your assessor skills are current.

What is over-assessment?
Over-assessment happens when you expect skills and knowledge higher than, or more than,
are required for the particular unit standard. It can also occur when you judge a trainee on
something that is not part of the requirement for assessment, such as basing your judgement on
the presentation of their assessment material.
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For example, if you are assessing a trainee’s written assessment and their writing is messy, this
does not mean they do not have the knowledge required to complete the task. If you cannot
read the trainee’s writing this is an issue that you must discuss with them, but you should not
mark them as Not Yet Competent (unless the assessment requires written work to a certain
standard).
Level descriptors are designed to guide you to the level of ability that trainee’s need to
demonstrate. This is particularly important when assessing lower-level units and qualifications,
as the trainee is only expected to meet the requirements and should be judged Competent if
they can do so – no more, no less.
Obviously in the workplace the expectation is that trainees will usually be performing ‘at or
above’ the expectations – but for assessment they only need to be ‘at’ expectations.

For details on level descriptors see Section 3.
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7. The attributes of a good
assessor
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The attributes of a good
assessor
As well as being identified as being an ‘expert’ in the subject areas you are planning to assess, to
be a good assessor you need to be able to:
əə Use questioning skills in a constructive way with trainees
əə Build positive relationships with trainees and others involved in the assessment process
əə Give constructive feedback to trainees and verifiers
əə Follow correct administration processes and keep notes on your judgements
əə Ensure the privacy of trainees
əə Be committed to the responsibilities of an assessor, including taking time to review and
evaluate your assessment practices and participate in post-assessment moderation and
peer review
əə Assess safely.
You must also be committed to the process of on-job training and assessment, as assessors are
the cornerstone of a quality, skilled workforce.

Safety
You must ensure the physical safety of trainees at all times when they are involved in
assessment. Conditions specific to the assessment task should be detailed in the assessment
resources. A trainee must not, at any time, compromise the safety of themselves or any other
person. If a trainee compromises safety during an assessment, you must:
əə Immediately step in to avoid injury
əə Make it clear to the trainee at the time what has occurred
əə Provide more information or organise more training or set another assessment date to
ensure it does not occur again
əə Arrange for the tasks concerning safety to be fully reassessed
əə Fill out an incident report and pass it on to the correct person.
At all times you must also ensure the cultural and emotional needs of the trainee. The training
and assessment environment must be safe in these contexts as well.
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Questioning skills
Good assessor practice includes asking questions of both the trainee and their supervisors
and/or verifiers to find out more about the trainee’s knowledge and understanding relevant to
assessment tasks.
Use open rather than closed questions. Closed questions are more restrictive and generally
lead to a brief and more limited answer, for example: ‘What is the name of this part of the
equipment?’, ‘Do you understand?’
Be careful how you use the word ‘Can’. ‘Can you fill out the health and safety form?’ is a closed
question. The trainee may say ‘yes’… or ‘no’. Instead say ‘Please fill out the health and safety
form’.
Open-ended questions are more helpful and will let the trainee demonstrate their knowledge
and understanding more holistically. They require a broader answer, usually of more than just a
few Words, For example: ‘What is your understanding of...’, instead of ‘Do you understand…?’
Your questions must be relevant and clear, and require an answer that meets the requirements
of the task. Be careful not to lead the trainees to the answer by the questions you choose. You
should never prompt the trainee with the correct answer.

Use questioning words such as what, why, who, when, where and how with
would, could, should, might, will.

Asking questions to gather more evidence
If you don’t have sufficient evidence to make an assessment decision you can ask more
questions, such as:
əə ‘Tell me more about....’
əə

‘Give me another example from your work’

Why questions are good to draw out more evidence/information from trainees.
Ask the trainee whether your question is clear, and encourage them to seek clarification before
answering the question. Restate or re-word the question for clarity if needed.
Be aware of cultural or literacy difficulties if they say they don’t understand. They may just say
they understand, even when they don’t.
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Give the trainee enough time to process your question. They may need to be able to write their
answer down or get you to write it out.
Use sentence starters to help the trainee answer your questions, for example: ‘The process for
access…’ change to ‘The Code in my workplace is ...’
If the trainee does not know the answer it could be because of a training gap. You may need to
provide them with additional support and/or training. You may need to reassess them at a later
date.
You can also ask for the trainee to provide more evidence.

Good conversation starters when assessing: T.E.D
Tell me how…
Explain the process…
Describe the way…
Source: Brian Edwards

Build positive relationships with trainees and others
involved in the assessment process
Take time to build a relationship with trainees as this helps to make them more comfortable
and confident with the assessment process. Having a good rapport with trainees is very helpful
when it’s time to give feedback on their assessment.
Trainees will be able to show you their best if they trust you and respect the decisions you make.
This is a very personal thing and, of course, depends on your style of working with people. The
openness and clarity with which the assessment process is entered into will determine how
much it benefits both trainee and assessor. Maintaining open lines of communication with
everybody concerned will help smooth the assessment process.

Give constructive feedback
Give feedback as the trainee progresses through their assessment if you have the opportunity
to look at it as they are working on it. In some cases you may not see their assessment material
until they have finished it and submitted it to you.
Once they have submitted their material and supporting evidence and you have made your
decision it is time to give feedback to your trainee. If you decide a trainee is Competent, then
they have met the minimum requirements of the standard as defined by the industry.
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If they have not met the minimum requirements you will need to see more evidence. They
may need more training, more practice, more knowledge or coaching before you set up reassessment opportunities.
Whatever judgement decision you make, you must communicate this to the trainee. If they are
Not Yet Competent you need to explain the steps they need to take to achieve competency. The
trainee only needs to be re-assessed for the parts of the assessment in which they are Not Yet
Competent.
The main purpose for giving feedback is to improve the trainee’s understanding of their own
skills and knowledge, to recognise their strengths and to guide them towards further training
and professional development.
Involve the trainee in the feedback process. Ask their opinion of how their assessment went
before you give your feedback. This gives the trainee ownership of the assessment process.
It will empower them by giving them an opportunity to look back over their training and
assessment journey and reflect on what they have learnt, and any issues they may have had to
overcome to complete their assessment.

Give feedback that is be clear, positive, constructive, specific and concise.

The feedback sandwich
Using the feedback sandwich gives you the opportunity to start with positive feedback, then give
constructive feedback, and finish with more positive feedback.

Positive

Constructive

Positive

The principle behind using this method is:
əə If we hear negative feedback first we may switch off from the positive
əə If we hear negative feedback last, this is what we may focus on and forget to continue to
carry out the positive.
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If the trainee is NOT YET COMPETENT
Let the trainee know what they need to do to become Competent, that is, any further training
required. You can plan more practice time and set a date for re-assessment.

If the trainee is COMPETENT
Let them know what they have done well. Record this in the comments box of their tasks and
throughout their assessment. Report credit to Skills Active!

Follow correct administration processes and keep notes on
trainees
A crucial part of being an assessor is having the skills to fulfil your administrative
responsibilities. You may want to keep notes on some of the following:
əə The pre-assessment meetings (you may do this in a group situation if you have a number of
trainees)
əə What you observe about the trainee that is relevant to the assessment tasks (if you are not
present or do not work closely with the trainee, a verifier will do this). Keep notes in your
own notebook and store in your assessor file
əə Feedback for the trainee – usually given in their assessment book
əə

Notes on your own assessor process, what you learn as you assess trainee and receive
feedback from them. Commit yourself to upskilling and improving your skills as an assessor

əə Internal workplace training records.

You must also complete the following administrative tasks:
əə Assessor comments and sign-offs throughout trainees assessment books
əə Assessment outcome forms at the back of trainees assessment books
əə Complete and send Credit Reporting forms to Skills Active as soon as possible after you
assess the trainee.

Keep all records relating to your assessment decisions for at least 2 years.
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Ensure the trainee’s privacy
You must comply with the Privacy Act 1993 at all times when managing personal information
about others. This includes:
əə How you collect information
əə How you store it and protect its security
əə Need to keep it complete, up to date and accurate
əə How long you can keep it
əə What you can use it for
əə When you can disclose it.
You must take all practical and reasonable steps to ensure the privacy and confidentiality of
assessment information and results. You need to work within the privacy policies of Skills Active
and the trainee’s workplace. This means you must:
əə Collect personal information from the trainee directly
əə Collect only the personal information that is necessary for assessment
əə Tell the trainee why you are collecting the personal information and only use it for that
purpose
əə Store all information in a secure place
əə Pass the information only to those who require it for administering the assessment process
əə Not discuss assessment results or progress with those who are not directly concerned
əə Report assessment progress and results to the trainee, to Skills Active, and to your
organisations nominee (such as training coordinator or trainees’ supervisor)
əə Not identify any trainee or company by name during any moderation activity
əə Not talk about things you have found out about while doing an assessment within a
particular organisation or workplace
əə Store your information for 2 years for moderation purposes.

Be committed to the responsibilities of an assessor
Your responsibilities include:
əə Review and evaluation of your own assessment practices
əə Commitment to participating in post-assessment moderation (Section 8)
əə Upskilling and professional development in both your skill areas and your role as an assessor
əə Following the Assessor Code of Conduct at all times (Section 9)
əə Correctly identifying trainees and their workplaces when reporting credit.
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8. Post-assessment moderation
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Post-assessment moderation
Moderation:
əə Is a process that ensures assessment meets industry requirements
əə Ensures consistency across assessors and training providers nationwide
əə Ensures that valid, fair and consistent assessment processes are being followed by all
assessors.
Moderation forums give assessors opportunities to network with other assessors in their
industry, and are a great opportunity to learn from each other about methods that have worked
well.

To ensure that your assessor registration remains current, all assessors must participate
in annual moderation.

Moderation may involve one or more of the following activities:
əə Moderation meetings/forums – physical gathering of assessors/training providers/schools to
review assessment practices
əə Postal moderation – samples of work submitted to the Skills Active Framework Solutions
team who will moderate your assessments
əə Observation – actual observation of a practical assessment taking place. Observation may be
carried out by a Senior Assessor Mentor (SAM) or Skills Active moderator
əə Assessor refresher courses – provide regular upskilling, and may also include a session on
moderation.

NZQA moderation policy
əə The purpose of moderation is to achieve valid and consistent assessment.
əə All unit standards will be supported by moderation systems.
əə Moderation systems will be derived from moderation action plans prepared and endorsed by
Skills Active.
əə Moderation will be consistent with National Qualifications Framework principles.
əə Moderation will be affordable and manageable.
əə Moderation will be compatible with good education and training programmes and will
contribute to continuous improvement of Assessor Best Practice.
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9. Skills Active Assessor
Code of Conduct
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Skills Active Assessor Code of
Conduct
Skills Active Aotearoa is the standard setting body (SSB) for unit standards in the following
sub-fields: Recreation and Sport, Dive, Fitness, Ngā Mahi ā Te Rēhia, Outdoor Recreation and
Snowsport.
People experienced in these disciplines may apply to Skills Active to become a Skills Active
Registered Assessor, enabling them to perform assessment against a group of unit standards
and/or qualifications. Each assessor is assigned a range of unit standards against which
they may perform assessment. This is known as a scope. This scope can be extended upon
application and subsequent evaluation.
Unless otherwise stated, the relationship between Skills Active and a registered workplace
assessor is a contractual agreement. At no stage is an assessor employed by Skills Active. All
assessment fees are negotiated directly between the assessor and the trainee or the trainee’s
employer. Skills Active has no involvement in the negotiation or recovery of fees in respect to
assessment.

Registered assessor training
All prospective (intending) Skills Active Registered Assessors must undertake training, including
refresher workshops, to ensure that the required assessment standards and practices are
understood, demonstrated and adhered to.
Skills Active registered assessor training focuses on the ability to assess. You will achieve
several unit standards in the course of your training.

The responsibilities of assessors
As a Skills Active registered assessor, you have a number of responsibilities. They are to:
əə Apply the philosophy (thinking/beliefs) of Best Practice Assessment
əə Use Skills Active assessment material/resources where available
əə If you develop your own assessment material, submit it to Skills Active for pre-assessment
moderation before the materials are used in an assessment situation
əə Communicate with and manage your evidence verifiers as required
əə Advise all trainees you are assessing that they have the right to appeal if they consider the
assessment is not fair or valid
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əə Report all Competent assessments within one month of the completed assessment to Skills
Active on a Skills Active Credit Reporting form or following correct credit reporting processes
əə Retain all assessment material until such time as all moderation requirements have been
satisfied. This is typically 2 years
əə Engage in moderation activities as specified by Skills Active
əə Attend assessor refresher workshops when required
əə Apply the rules and regulations of the Privacy Act 1993, particularly with regard to the
personal information about trainees and assessment results
əə Preferably, hold the appropriate qualification(s)/unit standard(s) or equivalent knowledge
for the area you will be assessing
əə Advise Skills Active immediately of any change in your contact details
əə Ensure you only conduct assessments of unit standards within your assessor scope.

Skills Active’s responsibilities to assessors
Skills Active will provide support and guidance to ensure assessment is:
əə Valid – attests to specified competencies
əə Authentic – the evidence is the work of the trainee
əə Current – supports the trainee’s competency at the time of assessment
əə Sufficient – there is enough evidence to support the assessment decision
əə Consistent – all trainees are assessed to the same standard and in similar conditions.
Skills Active is also responsible for:
əə Making available refresher courses at least once every 2 years
əə Informing a registered assessor of any concerns raised either through moderation, a
workplace, or a trainee.

Assessment appeal procedure
You must make sure trainees are aware of their rights if a situation arises where they are
unhappy with your assessment decision. You must inform your trainees that they have a right
of appeal. Obviously this should only occur if you judged the trainee ‘Not Yet Competent’ in an
assessment or task. If you prepare the trainee well you shouldn’t assess them if they are likely
to not be Competent.
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Situations that may arise where the trainee is unhappy with the assessment outcome include:
əə They may disagree with your decision that they are Not Yet Competent
əə They may feel disadvantaged because of the assessment process, i.e. conditions during the
assessment were rushed, bad weather, other factors.
In these situations the trainee has a right of appeal. This means that they can ask for the
assessment decision to be reviewed.
Try to resolve the issue with the trainee, making clear your decision-making regarding the
standard or performance criteria in question. A Skills Active LSA may be asked to assist and this
may also involve the Skills Active Framework team leader.

During your pre-assessment meeting go through the Skills Active Welcome Guide
with them. Information about the assessment appeals process is on page 23 of the
guide.
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10. Recommended reading
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Recommended reading
Recommended reading
Best practice principles for the assessment of unit standards
www.nzqa.govt.nz/assets/Providers-and-partners/Assessment-and-moderation/Assessment-ofstandards/bestpract-us.pdf
A Guide to Assessment from NZQA
www.nzqa.govt.nz/assets/Providers-and-partners/Assessment-and-moderation/Assessment-ofstandards/learningassessment.pdf
Delivering Value: The contribution of ITOs to NZ Vocational Education and Training
www.itf.org.nz/assets/Publications/Delivering-Value-the-contribution-of-ITOs-to-NZ-vocationaleducation-and-training.pdf

Literacy, Language and Numeracy
Contact Skills Active if you have staff who need assistance with learning literacy, language
and numeracy (LLN), including ESOL staff who require support. We have an LSA dedicated
to assisting trainees with LLN difficulties, and tools available for both trainees and their
supervisors/trainers.
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11. Glossary
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Glossary
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Word

Meaning

Assessment

A process of judging collected evidence to ensure that the
requirements of the relevant standard(s) have been met

Consent and Moderation
Requirements (CMR)

Previously called Accreditation and Moderation Actions
Plans (AMAPs) these relate to industry or sector-specific
requirements for the accreditation of registered training
organisations to deliver programmes and/or assess
against unit standards in the scope of the CMR, and to the
moderation process that accredited organisations will need
to engage in. Every standard registered on the National
Qualifications Framework cites the number of its applicable
CMR

Assessment activities/tasks

These assess against the elements and provide instructions
that are clear, complete, easily understood and give the
trainee the opportunity to meet the requirements of the
unit standard

Assessor Guide

Specifies the evidence expected from the trainee for each
task being assessed. It includes judgement statement(s)
that identify the standard to be achieved, and example
answers

Credit

Credits allocated to a unit standard reflects the notional
learning time expected for trainees to meet the outcome
and performance requirements in that unit standard.
(Actual learning time will, of course, vary from trainee to
trainee.) Notional learning time includes time spent in
structured tuition and self-paced learning and practice;
time taken to gather and provide evidence for assessment
purposes; and time taken to be assessed in all the
outcomes and contexts

Competence

The consistent performance of knowledge, skills, and
attitudes to the standard specified

Consent to assess

A process for ensuring that organisations have the
capability, including management of quality, to assess
against unit standards or to deliver and assess against unit
standards
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DAS

The Directory of Assessment Standards (DAS) lists all
quality assured unit and achievement standards, known
collectively as ‘assessment standards’. The assessment
standards listed on the DAS can contribute to national
qualifications

Delivery

The context, method and content of teaching and training,
including resources and assessment tasks

Domain

A specific area of learning at unit standard level, defined by
the NQF

Evidence Requirement
(ER)/Performance Criteria
(PC)

Performance criteria specify the evidence required to meet
the outcomes in the elements. Collectively, performance
criteria provide the standards against which elements are
assessed.
In relation to each element, the criteria will specify what is
expected to have been done to a particular quality, level or
standard

Explanatory notes/Special
notes

Special Notes convey information that will help assessors
interpret the standard and/or increase the likelihood of
consistent assessment judgements. They can also be
used to indicate any special assessment requirements or
conditions

Field

A broad area of learning, and defined in the Index of Unit
Standards and National Qualifications (see also SUB-FIELD
and DOMAIN)

Industry Training
Organisation (ITO)

A body recognised by the Tertiary Education Commission
(TEC) in terms of the Industry Training Act as the standardsetting body (SSB) for its industry sector

Level

Unit standards are registered at one of the approved
levels of the National Qualifications Framework. See Level
Descriptors

Level descriptors

Level descriptors are used to describe a specific level of
complexity of learning

Moderation (Preassessment)

A quality checking process to ensure that assessment
materials meet all the requirements of the relevant unit
standard(s) prior to their use
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Moderation (Postassessment)

A quality checking process, intended to provide assurance
that assessment is fair, valid and at the national standard,
and that the assessors are making consistent judgements
about learner performance

NZQA

New Zealand Qualification Authority

NZQF

New Zealand Qualifications Framework

Outcome/Element

Elements describe the more detailed outcomes that
trainees’ knowledge and skills are assessed against.
Collectively, these comprise the outcome expressed by the
title

Provider

An individual or organisation supplying education and/or
training and assessment services

Qualification

A named combination of learning outcomes that has been
registered on the NQF

Range statements

Range statements ensure that the same factors are
considered for assessment of each trainee. Range
statements are also sometimes used to clarify assessment
conditions.
Assessors should note the placement of range statements:
əə If written in the Special Notes section, the range
statement applies to all outcomes in the unit standard
əə If written immediately below an element statement, it
applies to all performance criteria in that element
əə If written immediately below a performance criterion, it
applies to that criterion only
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Recognition of Current
Competency (RCC)

A process of assessing a trainee’s current workplace
experience

Recognition of Prior
Learning (RPL)

A process of assessing a trainee’s previous learning
experiences

Record of Achievement
(RoA)

A document that contains details of unit standards and
national qualifications credited to an individual. Previously
named Record of Learning

Record of Learning

See Record of Achievement
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Standard Setting Body (SSB)

Standard Setting Bodies (SSBs) are responsible for the
quality and credibility of standards submitted to NZQA for
registration on the NQF. They work with industry partners,
professional groups and other stakeholders to develop
useful and relevant standards and qualifications that are
nationally recognised.
An Industry Training Organisation (ITO) is an example of an
SSB

Sub-field

A specific area of education or training at qualification level
defined by the NQF

Title

The title of a unit standard expresses the main outcome
that someone who is credited with that unit standard has
demonstrated they know and/or can do

Unit standard

A unit standard describes what a trainee who has achieved
the standard knows and can do. Each standard has a
defined credit value, and a level, which reflects the level of
complexity of the skills and knowledge that are recognised
by the standard.
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